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INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this paper is a logical and clear development of 

the concept of quotient rings. The development will begin with the 

concept of groups and quotient groups, followed by discussions of 

rings, modular quotient rings, polynomial quotient rings, and, finally, 

an extension to the quotient field of rational numbers. The desired 

result is a unified presentation of some of the more fundamental ideas 

of modern abstract algebra, with a strong emphasis on the quotient ring 

and topics which are necessary for its development.

However, rather than beginning immediately with the desired topic 

of rings, it will be much more advantageous to first of all define the 

symbols and terms which will be used throughout the work, and then to 

consider some of the simpler and more basic ideas which will make the 

main topic much easier to understand.

(1)



CHAPTER I

Symbols and Terms

The following is a listing of the definitions of symbols and terms 

which are used throughout the remaining chapters of this paper:

aeA

AGB

<£>s S—*3

4>:S«~3

Q.E.D.

Group:(G,°)

Ring:(R,*,°)

G/H

(n)

((n),+)

+n»’n

3-

4

"a” is an element of the set A. 

the set A is contained in the set B.

Greek letters phi, alpha and theta, used to denote 

mappings.

phi is the function which maps the set S into 

the set S.

phi is a one-to-one mapoing of S onto S. 

the proof is completed,

G is a group under the binary operation° , (some

times written G rather than (G,°)).

R is a ring under the binary operations of * and

(sometimes written R rather than (R,*,<’)) 

the quotient group (ring) consisting of the cosets 

of H by the elements of G.

the set consisting of the multiples of n by the 

integers.

the group (n) with operation of addition.

the equivalence class of a.

addition and multiplication modulo n,

there exists.

for every.

such that.

(2)
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z

Ze.

Zo

u

n

ker ($)

• • I • • .5

>

<

the set of integers, 

the set of even integers, 

the set of odd integers, 

the union of two sets, 

the intersection of two sets, 

the kernel of the homomorphism f . 

the empty set, (not to be confused with the 

mapping <j>).

the set of ...

is greater than

is less than.

such that ....



CHAPTER II

Groups

A group is an algebraic system defined by specific properties.

In abstract algebra the proceedure is often to take these given prop

erties and see how many additional properties can be derived from them. 

However the reason for the introduction of grouos here is not the 

derivation of additional properties, but rather to lay the ground

work for the development of a more complex system.

Before the group is defined it will be necessary to understand 

what is meant by a binary operation. 11A binary operation •©’ on A 

is a correspondence that associates with each ordered pair (a,b) of 

elements of A a uniquely determined element a°b of A.”^-

Group Definition: "A nonempty set G on which there is defined a 

binary operation is called a group (with respect to this operation) 

provided the following properties are satisfied:

i) If a,b&G, then a»b G. (closure),

ii) If ae.G, then 3- an element e 3- a®e-eoa=a. (existence of

an identity element).

iii) If a£G, then 3 an element xeG > a°x-xoa-e. (existence 

of inverse elements).

iv) If a,b,ceG, then (a°b)cc=ao(b°c). (associative law).

If the commutative law also holds, that is, if a«>b=boa, then the 

group is called an abelian group or a commutative group. The following 

examples will illustrate and clarify the concept of group.

1. The set of integers, the set of rational numbers, and the set 

of real numbers, with binary operation tto" taken as ordinary addition,

(4)
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all are groups. Evidently the associative law holds; every element "a" 

has a unique inverse "-a”; and the identity element is zero. The sum 

of two elements of one of these sets is clearly a member of that set. 

Therefore the necessary group postulates are satisfied. Also the 

commutative law is satisfied and these groups are abelian.

2. The set of all non-zero rational numbers and the set of all 

non-zero real numbers, with the binary operation of ordinary multi

plication are also groups. The sets are closed under multiplication, 

associative, the identity element is "1", and every element "a" has

as its inverse the element l/a=a . And since the commutative law holds 

they are also abelian.

3. "The set £l,-l,i,-i3 consisting of these four complex numbers,, 

with the operation of multiplication of complex numbers,is a group. 

The set is closed since lol^l, lo-l=_l, loi=i, l«ui=_i, -lc_l-it 

-lo-iai, -loi=-i, i®i=i-l, io_i=l, -io.i=j, The number "1H is the 

identity. 1 and -1 are their own inverses, while i is the inverse of 

-i, and -i is the inverse of i. The set is associative since complex 

numbers in general are associative.

Additional examples can be found in any basic text concerned 

with abstract algebra.

As a logical development from the postulates the following group 

theorems are most basic.

(l) The identity element of a group is unique.

Proof:

Suppose there are two identities, e and e. Then
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1) eoa=a«e=a

2) ezoa=aoe=a

But 1) must hold for a=ez since ez is an element of the 

group. So e©d'=ezoe=e. Similarity 2) must hold for a=e, and 

e®e=eoe=e. Therefore e=e. Q.E.D.

(2) Each element of a group has exactly one inverse element. 

Proof:

Let ”a** be any element of a group. Supoose a"' and b~' are 

both inverses of ’’a". Then

a~'o(aob~’)-(a''l®a)ob~= eob'= b"‘ 

or a"'o(aoa~')=a"‘ce=a"1,

since a~* and b“* are both inverses of a. However the two 

expressions are equal, so a'^b-'. Q.E.D.

(3) If a,b, and c are elements of a group such that either 

a<»c=bcc or coa=c©b, then asb.

Proof:

Suppose a®c=b°c, then by closure (a°c)oc''=(boc)oc'', and by 

the associative law a©(coc-,)=bo(cec"'), or aoe=boe, hence 

a~b« Q.E.D.

W If "a" and "b" are elements of a group G, then (aobJ"'-=b",oa-‘. 

Proof:

It must oe shown that (aob)^(b~,oa“,)=:(b-*o a“’)<>(aob)=e, since 

that is how the inverse of (aob) is defined. If the above 

can be shown, then by the uniqueness of the inverse element 

(a©b)_‘ will equal (W). Consider the following,
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(aob)o(bia',)=ao(b«>(b~,®a~'))=ao((bob',)«a'’)sa<’(eoa",)=aoart e.

And,

(b'« a"')®(aob)=b“'o(a"'o(a«b))-b'e((ar^aJab^b'^Ceob^b-1*b^e. 

Hence (b'loa'*l)=<a«>b)"‘. Q.E.D.

"Let (G,°) be a group and HSG be a nonempty subset of G. The pair 

(H,©) is said to be a subgroup of (G,» ) if (H,<=>) is itself a group.,,2+ 

Here the notation (G,®) is taken to mean that G is a group with the 

binary operation ’’o”, Oftentimes (G,o) will be written simply as G.

It is immediately evident that the group itself and the identity 

of the group are two subgroups, since both satisfy all of the group 

criteria. These are often referred to as trivial subgroups. Any 

other subgroup is called a proper subgroup. It must be kept in mind 

that a subgroup must fulfill the same postulates as a group. However 

an easier way of determining whether or not a subset is a subgroup is 

by means of the following two conditions.

1. The subset is nonempty; that is, there is at least one member 

of the subset.

2. The subset is closed. That is, if a, bGH, H a subset of 

group G, then a©beH.

The rest of the conditions are inherited from the group since members 

of the subgroup are also members of the group.

An important idea related to the subgroup is that of a coset. 

Definition: "If G is a group, H a subgroup of G, and «a” an element 

in G, then the sets of elements hoa, h arbritrary in H, is called the 

right coset generated by "a" and H. It is denoted H°a. Similazily a«H
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is called the left coset.”5

It should be noted that for every group G with subgroup H, every 

element of G must belong to some coset aoH. Another observation is 

that in general a°H and Hoa are different. However if G is an -jan 

group, then it follows that they will be identical, as is the case 

with the group of integers.

Consider the following theorems ”If H is a subgroup of G, the 

left (right) cosets of H in G form a partition of the set G."^ To 

understand this theorem a partition must be defined.

HA partition of a set A is a family £a/^ of nonempty sets with 

the properties

1) If A^Aj , then Aif)Ajs\.

2) UAisA"? for isl,2,.. .n.

refers to the empty set. What this definition means is that if aoH 

and boH have a member in common, then aoH=b©H--they are the same coset.

This theorem leads to the definition of a normal subgroup. 

Definition: A subgroup H of group G is said to be a normal subgroup of 

G if and only if for every element "a" belonging to G, aoH=Hoa.

So when dealing with a normal subgroup the term coset can be 

used without specifying left or right. Every subgroup of an abelj an 

group is necessarily normal. However it cannot be said that every 

normal subgroup is commutative, as shall be shown later.

The most important theorem related to normal subgroups states:

H is a normal subgroup of the group G if and only if for every ele

ment ”a" belonging to G, acHoa-'SH.



Proof:

Since this is an if and only if theorem it must be proved 

going both ways.

1) Assume aoHoa~'£H for every a*G. It must be shown that 

this implies that a«H=H®a. Let ’•a” be any element of aeH, 

then by hypothesis a°He>a-lSH. Therefore a«hoa'»h, for some 

h| in H. Consider the following: aoh=(a©h)o(a_,®a), since 

(a~'oa)=e, the identity, (aoh) <a-'oa)=(aohoa-')oa by the asso 

ciative law. Hence, (aoh)«»(a“,t>a) htoa. And since h|Oa 

belongs to Hoa, a«H£H»a.

Now it must be shown that H°a£aoH. Let hoa be any ele

ment of Hoa. Then, hoa«(aoa-,)«»(hoa)=ao(a-fehoa). And a-‘ohoa 

is an element of H since it can be written as a-'ahoCa"*)-’ 

which is of the desired form. So let a’'t>h®a=ha,, for some 

hain H. Therefore hoa-a^h^, where a°ha. is an element of aoH 

Hence Hoa=a«»H,and it is necessary that a®H=Hoa.

2) Assume H is a normal subgroup and show that a®Hoar‘.£H.

Let aoh,oa"' be any element of a®Hoa“‘. Since aoHxHoa it is 

possible to find elements ht and h^ of H such that a©h,^ho«»a, 

And (aoh( )oa’l=(hat>a)<>a'l=hako (aoa'^hj!. SinCe an arbritrary 

element of aoH»a‘was chosen it can be concluded that 

aoHoA’SH. Q.E.D.

The theorem just proved makes it easier to determine whether or 

not a given subgroup is a normal subgroup.

The concept of normal subgroup was introduced to make it possible
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to define a new type of group, the quotient group G/H. G/H refers to 

the set of cosets of a normal subgroup H by the elements of G. "Here 

then is a group whose elements are themselves collections of elements 

of another group. it is necessary to define a binary operation for 

this new group. Designate this new operation "*", and define it as 

follows:

Let H be a normal subgroup of G, and let G/H be the set of all 

the distinct cosets of H in G, that is, G/H=^a°H|atG] . Recall aoH=H°a 

for every a^G. Now take a°H and b°H to be any two elements of G/H; then 

* is the binary operation such that (aoH)*(boH)=(aob)oH, where "o" 

is the operation of group G.

Before proceeding it is necessary to determine whether or not 

the newly defined operation is well-defined. A well-defined oper

ation is an operation which depends only on the elements involved, 

and not upon their notation,. If two elements are equal it doesn't 

make any difference which one is used, both will yield the same re

sult.

Now suppose aoHxcoH and b°H=doH. Is (aob)oH=(cod)oH? The fol

lowing information is known:

cta°H, or c=aoh,, h,^H, 

dtboH, or d=b<>h , h^H.

So Ccd=(aoh| ^(bchjjxaohqobohix. But since H is normal, the cosets 

aoH and Hoa are the same, and h,obfcH°b=boH. Therefore an h3 can be 

found such that h,ob=boh3, And cod=ao(h,ob)°ha=ao(b»h3 )°hA-(aob)o (h3oha).

Since ha and h^ both belong to H, the conclusion is that ced is an
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element of (aob)©H, and it follows that the cosets (cod)oH and (a©b)c>H 

are equal.

tfith the binary operation for the quotient group defined it is 

necessary to show that G/H is actually a group.

Theorem: If G is a group and H is a normal subgroup, then the 

quotient group G/H is itself a group.

Proof:

In order to prove this theorem it must be shown that the 

quotient group satisfies the group criteria,

i) Closure:

Let (a®H) and (boH) be any two elements of G/H,

Then (a®H)*(b©H)=(aob)©H by the definition of *. And 

(aob) is a member of G by the closure of G. Therefore 

(aob)oH is a unique coset, and a member of G/H.

ii) Associativity:

Let (a©H), (befl), and (c©H) be elements of G/H. Then 

using the definition of * and the associativity of G, 

(aoH)*£(boH)*(coH)] = (aoH)*C(boc)oH]= lao(boc)]oH

- £(aob)oc]c> Ha t(aob)oH) *(coH)

= KaoH)*(b«JH)3*(coH).

iii) Identity:

Let (aoH) be any element of G/H. Then by definition 

of *,(aoH)*(H)=(H)*(aoH)=(aoH). Hence (H) is the identity 

element.

iv) Inverse:
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Let (a©H) be any element of G/H. Then 

(aoH)*(a''°H)=(a°a*t)©H=(e)oH=H. There exists an element 

Ha'u’ because na” is an element of G, and every member of G 

must have an inverse. Therefore t,a',M must exist, and by 

the definition of coset, (a~’°H) is a coset of H. There

fore it is an element of G/H. Q.E.D.

As an example of a quotient group consider the additive group 

Z of integers, where the operation is ordinary addition. As the normal 

subgroup take ((n),+ ), where n is a nohnegative integer. By ((n),4-) 

is meant the group (n) under addition, and (n) is the set of all 

multiples of n by the elements of Z. In order to form the cosets of 

n consider elements rta-f-(n)= £a+kn|keZ3 = [a] . In other words, the cosets 

of (n) are merely the congruence (equivalence) classes modulo n.H9 

In general a set of integers modulo n will have n equivalence classes

defined as follows:

and

t0]~0+(n)=l04kn|kez}

[1] -1-+ (n) = ^L+kn I ke Z}

Jn-ll = n-l+(n)=£n-l+knlkeZj .

£n) will equal tO] , fn lJ-Ll] , and so forth. The quotient group 

considered becomes Z/(n), and the operation * becomes Z/(n), and the 

operation * becomes and is defined below.

Let (a-h(n)) and (b+(n)) be any two elements of Z/(n), then 

(a-v(n) )"t(b+(n) )=(a+b)+(n). Or using equivalence class notation 

[aj-bitfl- (a+bj . And thus the quotient group Z/(n) is simply the 

group of integers modulo n.
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As a more specific example consider the group of integers modulo 

3. The operation table for the group with members [Ol , [ll,

and [2] is as follows:

4-3 KJ co H

[0] [0] fl) [2]

II] W [2] to]

fc] [2] bi ta
where [61, [ll, [2] are equivalence classes. In this example the quo

tient group Z/(3) is being considered. The elements of Z/(3) are the 

cosets of (3) by the integers. It is evident that these cosets take 

the form [o], [l] , and [2] since the cosets are of the form 

a+(n)-£a+kn)kfeZ3=Ca) , where in this instance,

Ot(3)e[o-t3k) keZ>^,..,-9,-6,-3,0,3,6,9...3

l+(3)=£l+3klkez3=^...,-8,-5,-2,l,4,?,10...3

2+(3)=£2+3k|kfeZ]=l...,-7,-^,-l,2,5,8,11..3

From the operation table it can be noted that 4-^ is a closed binary 

operation. It is also evident that [Ol is the identity. Furthermore 

tO] is its own inverse, [2] is the inverse of [l] , and [Q is the 

inverse of [2]. For convenience sake, rather than prove that every 

possible combination of the elements are associative, only a few 

examples will be looked at.

1)

( m+3 w >+3 ts]=ra+3 ta = cai
2) K+3C ta+3 w)=®+3to>ta

( S3+, ed+3u] =a-t3u>M.

CARROLL COLLEGE LIBRARY 
HELENA. MONTANA 59601
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Assuming that the associative law is time for all combinations it can 

be concluded that Z/(3) is a group with the binary operation +3,

Before moving on to rings two more theorems dealing with quotient 

groups will be proved. These theorems, however, will require the in

troduction of some new ideas. These are the ideas of homomorphism 

and isomorphism.

Let S and S be two non-empty sets and <A a function which associ

ates with every element of S an unique element belonging to "S’. A 

function with this property is called a mapping of S into S and can 

be written <j>! S-?S. If "a” is an element of S, then the element 

which corresponds to "a” under the mapoing j is denoted 5, and can 

be written ^(a)=S, where ^(a) is called the image of ”a”, and "a” 

is called the preimage of a. If for every a belonging to 'S there 

corresponds an element "a” of S, then <f> is a mapping of S "onto" S.

It is important to note here that for an onto mapping every element 

of S must have a preimage in S, whereas with an into mapping the only 

requirement is that every element of S has an image in Si. As a simple 

example which will illustrate this basic difference consider the sets 

£1,23 and £3>4} , and the mapping 0 and defined such that

©(1)=3 and °<(2)=4 

©(1)=3 and °<(2)-3

G is an "onto" mapping since every element of £3,4], has a preimage in 

£l,2^. However,<X. is "into” rather than onto since the element 4 of 

£3.43 has no preimage in £l,2j.

Returning to the previous discussion, if 4 is a mapping of S
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onto S such that every element of S has a unique preimage in S, then </> 

is said to be a "one-to-one” mapping, and <$>'*, called the inverse of 

maps every element of S to a unique element of S. Such a mapping can 

be denoted <£>: S«-»S. The mapping ©, in the example above, is an il

lustration of a one-to-one mapping.

"Let G and G be groups with respective binary operations © and o, 

Let (j) be a mapping of G into G, t>i G-*G. If this mapping has the prop

erty that </Ka©b)-Ka)°^(b) for all a,beG, then"^® $ is called a homo

morphism. "suppose further that is a one-to-one mapping of G onto 

G such that £(a®b)= $(a)®$(b) for all a,beG. Then"H is called an 

isomorphism. If $ is a homomorphism of G onto S’, then G is homomor

phic to G. Similarly, if $ is an isomorphism of G onto "G, then G is 

isomorphic to G.

In general © and o are not the same operation, although in cer

tain cases they may be the same.

The "kernel" of the mapping denoted ker($), consists of all 

those elements belonging to G which are mapped by onto the identity 

element ? of G. One important property of the kernel of a mapping is 

that if e is the identity of a group G, then e is equal to the kernel 

o f the mapping $ if and only if the mapping is an isomorphism. Also 

note that if e is the identity of G, then <f>(e)=^S is the identity of 

G, and if a'1 is the inverse of "a", then £>(a_l)= $(&)]"' is the inverse 

of <Ka).

Theorems Let be the mapping such thatc*.: G-»G/K defined 

cx(a)=acK, where "a" belongs to G. Then ex is a homomorphism of G onto
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G/K, with ker(oQ K.

Proof:

Let "a” and ”bw be any two elements of G. Then 

o<( a «■ b) =( a ob) CK-=( a °K) © ( b )-<*( a) © <X( b)

by the definition of multiplication of cosets, where o is 

the binary operation of G, and © the binary operation of G/K. 

So ‘X is a homomorphism.

Furthermore is onto since every element of G belongs 

to a coset in G/K. Therefore any element a<>K in G/K is the 

image of an element of G.

It is evident that K is the identity of G/K since for 

any element b^K of G/K, (b°K)®(K)=(K)®(boK)=b°K.

Consider an element "a” belonging to G. Ha‘* will belong 

to the kernel of if and only if o<(a)sK. But </{a):=acK. 

Therefore a°K=K if "a” belongs to the kernel of cX, as has 

been assumed. Hence the subgroup K is the kernel of<xsince 

K is the identity of G/K. Q.E.D.

Suppose H is a non-abelian group and K the non-abelian kernel of 

the homomorphic mapping «, where cA(h)=hoK, heH, By the definition of 

quotient group, K must be a normal subgroup, but by the choice of H,

K is non-abelian. Hence this is an example of a non-abelian normal 

subgroup.

Theorem: Define the function 4s to be a homomorphic mapping of 

the group G onto the group G. Let H be the set of elements of G 

which maps onto the identity e of G, that is, H ker(<)>). Then H is
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a normal subgroup of G, and the quotient group G/H is isomorphic to G. 

The proof of the theorem consists of three parts; (1) H is a sub

group of G, (2) H is normal, and (3) the quotient group G/H is iso

morphic to G. Let c be the operation of G, © the operation of G, and 

* the operation of G/H.

Proof:

(1) H is a subgroup.

H is nonempty since £>(a)=a, but ^(a)-^(aoe)=f(a)®^(e) 

aeesa, hence ^(e)=e, and e is the identity of G.

Let ”a” and "b” be any two elements of H, Then 

Kaob)-</>(a)©^(b)=e©e=e. So ^(aob)-£, and H is a nonempty 

set which is closed under the binary operation . Therefore 

H is a subgroup since it inherits the rest of the group 

properties from G.

(2) H is a normal subgroup.

Let ttgn be any element of G and let Mh" be any element 

of H. Define k=g~lohog. Clearly k is in G by closure. It 

must be shown that k is in H, since if this can be shown it 

can be concluded that H is normal by using the theorem which 

stated that any element "an of a normal subgroup could be 

written in the form aohoa*1. That which must be shown is 

^(kj^e. Consider;

l(k):=<Kg"l«>hog)r <j>(g"v)®4(hog)=:-(|(g'’)®4(h)®^(g), since is a 

homomorphism. 4>(k)= )©f(g)® <^(h)=^(g“l)®(j.(g)s>e, since h«H.

<^(k)= ^)(g'')®(|>(g)= \^>(g)y'®ij>(g)=e. Therefore H is normal.
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(3) G/H is isomorphic to G.

Before proving this part of the theorem it will be

helpful to consider the following diagram.

£?is the homomorphism of G onto G, y 4>(a)=a, aeG. 

dk is the homomorphism of G onto G/H, 3- o<(a)=aoH, aeG.

And 9 is the desired isomorphism, defined 0(aoH)“$(a)=a, 

which can be interpreted as meaning -9(=<), or

$(a)='&£x(a))- 9(aoH)"=a,

meaning that an element "a" of G is mapped to a of G either 

by c|> or by <X. followed by 9.

Commencing with the proof, the first thing which must 

must be shown is that 9 is a well-defined mapping, Let 

aoH=beH, then a=boh, heH. So <j?(a)=<X8®k)=<f>(t>)®f(h)~4(b)®e» 

so <J>(a)=4(b), and © is well-defined.

To see that is an homomorphism considers 

9^(aoH)*(boH3-9^(aob)oH]-^(aeb)^ <|>(a)® [9(aoH)J® [9(boHj]

This is true by definition of multiplication of cosets, and 

using the fact that 4> is an homomorphism.

To show that 9 is a mapping of G/H onto G, recall that 

©(acH)-<Ka). $ is an onto map from G to G, and is an 

onto map from G to G/H. Since <|>(a) is the same as ©Jk(a)],
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0[c<(a2 must be onto, Now o< is onto so 9 takes o((a)=;aoH 

and yields a, and every a has preimage ”aw in,G, and aoH 

in G/H, which has the same preimage "aH in G, so 0 is onto.

This may be seen more clearly by referring to figure 1.

To show 0 is an isomorphism consider ker(0). Suppose 

aoH belongs to ker(©), then 0(acH)=?F by definition. But 

6(a©H) also equals by the definition of 0. Hence

(|(a);e, which implies that " a* belongs to the kernel of

However, since ker(^>)-H, it can be concluded that 

a©H=H. H also is the identity of G/H. Hence ker(©) equals 

only the identity of G/H, and by definition© must be an 

isomorphism, Q.E.D.

As an example of this theorem consider ” the group (Z,-t), (£l,-l3,*) 

and the homomorphism f; Z—v£l,-l^, where

(1 if neZp
f(n)= 12

C-l if MZo.”^

Ze is the set of even integers, and Zo is th set of odd integers,

It is evident that the kernel of the mapping is the set of even

integers, Ze, and the quotient group Z/ker(f) is Z/Ze, that is, the 

cosets of the even integers by the integers. These will take the form 

0+Ze and B-Ze. This quotient group will yield the set Ze,Z0 , which 

is the set that has as its elements the set of even integers and the 

set of odd integers. The theorem which has just been proved says 

that the group £Ze,Z0^ under an operation *, and £l,-l} under multi

plication are isomorphic groups, which can be seen by the following
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operation tables, where * can be thought of as addition of integers.

* ze Zo • 1 -1

Ze ze Zo 1 1 -1

Zo Zq Ze -1 -1 1

and the isomorphic mapping </> gives the following:

£(ZeM(0+Ze)=f(0)=l

^(Z0)=^l+Ze)=f(l)=-l.

At this point the concept of groups will be left behind and a 

new topic, that of rings, considered. Many of the ideas will be some

what analagous to corresponding ideas in groups which have been studied, 

however they may be slightly more complicated.

FOOTNOTES
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CHAPTER III

Rings

"A ring is a mathematical system (R,*,°) consisting of a non

empty set R and two binary operations * and ° defined on R such that”^

i) R is closed under *.

ii) a*b=b*a.

iii) (a*b)*c=a*(b*c).

iv) There exists an element **e'’ such that a*e=e*a=a, for every 

•’a" in R.

v) For each ’’a** in R, there exists an element '’a''*1 such that 

a*a"'=e.

vi) R is closed undero .

vii) (aob)oc=ao(boc).

viii) ap(b*c)=(a®b)*(aoc) and (b*c)oa-=(b0a)*(c®a).

Oftentimes the two operations * and ° are written + and •. How

ever, it is very important to keep in mind that + and •, although 

they will be referred to as addition and multiplication, need not 

imply ordinary addition and multiplication. Rather they represent 

abstract undefined binary operations.

With this in mind the definition of a ring can be made more 

meaningful as the following shows:

i) Closure under addition,

ii) The commutative law of addition, a+b=b+a.

iii) The associative law of addition, (a-+b)+c=a+(b4-c).

iv) The existence of an identity element: There exists an

(21)
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element 0 in R such that a+O-O+a-a, for every "a" belong

ing to R,

v) The existence of inverses: For every element "a" in R there 

exists an element ’’-a” such that the addition of "a" and 

"-a" yields the identity element 0.

vi) Closure under multiplication,

vii) The associative law of multiplication, (a.b)*c=a.(b»c),

viii) The distributive laws of multiplication over addition, 

a* (b+c)=a»b+a»c and (b+c) •a=b«a-K>a.

If a ring is commutative under multiplication, then it is called 

a "commutative ring". And if R is a ring in which there exists an 

identity element for the operation of multiplication, then R is a 

"ring with identity".

Some familiar examples of rings with operations of regular ad

dition and multiplication are the set of real numbers, the set of 

rational numbers, the set of integers, and the set of even integers. 

Another example of a ring is the set of ordered pairs of real num

bers with operations of addition and multiplication defined as follows:

(a,b)+(c,d)»(a+c,b+d)

(a,b)*(c,d)=(a«b,c«d)

In fact this is a commutative ring with identity element (1,1).

As it was with groups, so also with rings the identity and in

verse elements are unique. A ring, R, is said to have divisors of 

zero "a" and "b", if two non-zero elements "a" and "b" can be found

such that a»b=0. A ring is without divisors of zero if and only if
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the cancellation law holds for multiplication. The special case of 

a commutative ring with identity, and with no non-zero divisors of 

zero, is called an "integral domain".

The idea of a subring is also important. If the set R is a ring, 

then S, a subset of R, is a subring of R if (S,-^,*) is also a ring. 

However there is a simpler way of determining whether or not S is a 

subring. If S is closed under differences and closed under multi

plication, then 3 is a subring. That is, if a,bfeS, then a-b^S and 

a«beS, Two trivial subrings are furnished by the ring itself and the 

zero of the ring. The ring (Z,4-,’) with identity element 1, has the 

subring of even integers with no identity. Thus, even though a ring 

has identity, its subrings need not.

FOOTNOTE

^Burton, p. 142



CHAPTER IV

Ideals

With an understanding of these basic ideas of rings, the topic 

of ideals, which are of prime importance to the development of quo

tient rings, can be discussed. The role of ideals in ring theory is 

similar to the role of normal subgroups in group theory, as shall be

seen.

Definition; If A is a subring of R, then

1) A is a right ideal in R if A is closed with respect to 

multiplication on the right by elements of R. That is, 

if aeA and r£R, then a*reA.

2) A is a left ideal in R if A is closed with respect to 

multiplication on the left by elements of R. That is, 

if aeA and reR, then r»aeA.

3) A is an ideal if it is both a left ideal in R and a 

right ideal in R.

In other words, for an ideal A, if ’’a" is any member of A, then 

in multiplying "a” by elements of R, A '’captures'1 products.

An alternative definition of ideals states; Given a ring R and 

A, a nonempty subset of R, then A is an ideal of R if and only if

1) a,b€A imply a-beA

2) reR and aeA imply both r-aeA and a«reA.

It is immediately safe to say that any ring will have at least 

two ideals. They are the ring itself and the identity element of 

the ring. A ring which contains only these two ideals is said to

(24)
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be "simple". This is analagous to trivial subgroups in group discus

sion. An ideal is called a "proper" ideal if it is different from 

the ring itself.

One specific type of ideal which is important in many quotient 

rings is what is called a "principal ideal". Given a commutative ring 

R, with identity, and if "a" is an element of this ring, then an ideal

(a)=[a*s) seR^

is such that (a) is called a principal ideal generated by "a", (a) is

simply the set of all multiples of "a" by elements of R. As an ex

ample consider the ring of integers. The principal ideal generated 

by the integer 4, written (4), would be

(4)=(0,±4,18,±12,..3.

The following theorem is very important in the consideration of 

many of the quotient rings which will be looked at.

Theorem: If Z is the ring of integers, then every ideal of Z 

is a principal ideal.

Proof:

Case 1. Suppose "K" is the zero ideal of Z, then "K" can 

be considered to be (0), that is, the principal ideal gen

erated by the zero element of the ring.

Case 2. K^O).

Since K^(0), "K" must contain integers different from 

zero. Suppose K contains a negative integer "q", then, 

since -l^Z, -l«q«K, and K contains at least one positive 

integer. Call "m" the least positive integer of K, and let
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f,kn be an arbritrary element of K. Making use of the divi

sion algorithm-*- "k1’ can be written k=qm+r, 05r<m, and q,r*Z. 

Since "m” is an element of K, q«m must also belong to K, 

and, by the definition of an ideal, "r" must belong to K,

since K is closed under differences of two of its members.

Therefore r=0, since Osr<m, and "m” is the smallest positive 

integer in the ideal. Therefore k=qm, where "k" is an 

arbritrary element of K, Hence any element of K can be 

generated by "m1*, that is, K=(m), Q.E.D,

Before moving to quotient rings the topic of cosets of ideals 

must be presented. Given a ring R, it is necessary that R is a com

mutative group under addition, since the definition of a ring requires 

this. Thus if A is an ideal of R, then the system (A,+) is a a nor

mal subgroup of the additive group R. Therefore the quotient group 

of R by A can be considered, that is, the cosets of A by elements of 

R. These cosets will take the form b+A=,(b+a| aeA} , beR. Two cosets, 

b»H and c©H, are equal if and only if b"'«>c€H. The reason this is true 

is that if boH and coH are the same cosets, then they have the same 

elements, which are closed under the binary operation of the cosets. 

Hence if "bn is an element of H, then '’h'*11 is an element of H, and by 

closure b*‘°c must belong to H. So, for the case of addition and for 

the ideal A which is under consideration, b+A=c+A if and only if b-c^A. 

This group of cosets of A by elements of R will again be denoted R/A, 

with the addition of cosets defined as follows:

(b+A)+(o+A)-(b+c)+A,
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and R/A is a commutative group.

Departing from the regular proceedure of quotient of quotient

groups, the operation of multiplication can also be defined on cosets. 

The result being that with the addition of a second operation a ring 

can be obtained rather than a group. Multiplication of cosets is 

defined as (b+A),(c+A)=(b,c)+A. It must be shown that this operation 

is well-defined. Let bq, b2, cq, c2 be elements of R. Suppose that

bqtA'bg-v-A and Cqt-A-Cg+A 

Then, bl=b2+al and cq^cg+ag

where aq and a2 are elements of A. Then

bq’cq=(b2+a1)«(c2+a2)

bl*cqxb2'c2+b2*a2+al*c2+al*a2’

and b2*a2, aq.c2, aq«a2, are all in A. Subtracting b2*c2 from both 

sides yields ^^•Cjt-b2*c2~1°Z*aZ¥a'i-*cZ^a'i-,aZ'

The right side of this equation is an element of A since all of its 

members are in A. Hence,

bi*cq-b2-c2a.

And it can be concluded that

bl*cl-t-A=b2*c2+A.

Therefore multiplication is well defined.

FOOTNOTE

^Burton, p. 20.



CHAPTER V

Quotient Rings

At this point the quotient ring can be defined,

Definition: If A is an ideal of the ring R, then the system 

denoted R/A, with operations of addition and multiplication of cosets, 

is a ring, called the quotient ring of R by A.

Again in quotient rings the ideas of homomorphisms, isomorphisms, 

and the kernel will be used. Their definitions in ring theory are 

much like those of group theory. Consider the following:

Let (R,-b,•) and (if-/, z) be two rings, and a mapping from R 

into RZ, then is a homomorphism from R into R if and only if

^(a-+b)'^(a)+,'/’(b),

/(a«b)-=^(a)«^(b),

where a,b€R.

If 0 is a one-to-one mapping from R onto if such that 

#a-+b)=#a)+Xb),

$a.bW(a)z/(b),

then <f> is an isomorphism. The kernel of is defined as 

ker(^)~£aeR|0(a)~O'}.

Certain relevant theorems and their proofs will now be considered. 

These will be followed by detailed examples of quotient rings. The 

first theorem under consideration states:

If </> is a homomorphism from the ring R to the ring r', then the 

kernel of is an ideal in R. That is, the set of all elements of R 

which map to the identity of Rzforms an ideal in R.

(28)
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Proof:

0 must be an element of ker(<£); therefore ker($) is non

empty, If 0 is the only element of ker(£>), then 0 is the 

desired ideal. But, if there are more elements, let "a” 

and "b” be two of them. Then by the definition of ker(/>), 

^(a)=0/=:^(b), Since <f> is an homomorphism it can be written

^(a-b)-^(a)-$(b)-0-0=0'

and a-b is an element of ker(</>). It must also be shown that 

if ’’r” is any element of R, then ^(r«a)=^(a.r)=0?

^(r»a)=^(r)/j6(a)=0»z^(r)=0^ 

where "a” is an element of ker(4>). Also,

&a«r)=fta)«V(r)=G/’V(r>0(

Therefore ^(r«a)=/(a.r)=0/, and ker(^) is an ideal of R.

Q.E.D.

This theorem is important because it is analagous to the theorem 

in group theory which states that the kernel of an homomorphism is a 

normal subgroup. Furthermore, it allows the use of the kernel as 

the ideal in the following theorem.

Theorem: ’’Let R be a ring, I an ideal in R. Then there exists 

a homomorphism f: R^R/l defined by f(r)=r+I such that ker(f)=I.

"f” is called the natural homomorphism from R to R/l,

Proof:

Let ”a” be any element of R, then f(a)=a+I. Therefore ”f”

is simply the homomorphism of the group (R,+) onto (R/1,4-) 

with kernel I. So it need only be shown that multiplication
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is defined for the homomorphism nfn. This can be done by- 

using the definition of nfH as follows:

f (a*b)=a*b+-I.

Since I is an ideal it can be written that 

a«b+I= (a+I)• (b+I)=f (a) «f (b),

Therefore ”f" is a ring homomorphism. Q.E.D.

With the proof of this theorem, the ring version of the final

theorem considered in the chapter on group theory can be discussed. 

Theorem: If $ is a homomorphism from the ring R onto the ring

Rz, then the quotient ring R/ker(<f>) is isomorphic to R/ under the map

ping rtfH.

Denote the ideal ker(<f>) as I, and define the mapping f(a+l) such 

that f(a-+l)= <£>(a)=a', atR. It must be proven that "f” is the mapping 

which establishes the desired isomorphism.

Proof:

Making use of the final theorem proven in Chapter III, 

it can be said that the group (R/l,+) is isomorphic to 

the group (R,+) under "f”. Therefore, since "ftt is the 

desired isomorphism, and since addition is defined, it 

needs only be shown that multiplication holds for "f".

Let "a” and "b*’ be any two elements of R. Then by 

the definition of multiplication of cosets it can be writ

ten that

f t(a+l)*(b+l)]-f(a.b4-l),

where * is multiplication for R/l, But by the definition
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of ”f", f [(a+l)*(b+l)l-f(a.b+l)'=4)(a«b), and since 4> is an 

homomorphism, f [(a+l)*(b+l)]“f(a»b+l)"^(a) ^(b). Once again 

using the definition of Hfrt, f [(a+l)*(b+l3-f (a+l)«l,(b+-l).

So multiplication is defined under ”f", and rtf” is the 

desired isomorphism, Q.E.D.

To illustrate these theorems and to make clear the concept of 

quotient rings the following chapters are introduced.

FOOTNOTE

3-Hiram Paley and Paul M. Weichsel, A First Course in Abstract 
Algebra (New York, 1966), p. 153.



CHAPTER VI

The Quotient Ring Zn

The ideas of equivalence classes and congruence modulo n are top

ics which are usually covered in a modern algebra class. But often

times they are not approached from the viewpoint that the ring of in

tegers modulo n is simply the quotient ring of the set of integers 

Z by the principal ideal generated by "n”, Z/(n), where nn” is any 

positive integer. This quotient ring would consist of the cosets 

a+(n), where "a** belongs to Z. The coset a+(n) is the set of all 

integers "x” expressible in the form a+tn for some ’’t*’ belonging to 

2. This is denoted as xsa(mod n), which is read, HxH is congruent to 

"a" modulo n, and means that (x-a) can be divided by HnM leaving no 

remainder. Thus the equivalence formed by the cosets a+-(n) can be 

represented by [a] .

If T is the set of all equivalence classes modulo n, then define 

the operations of addition and multiplication of equivalence classes

as follows:

If (YJ and js] belong to T, then

[rj + js] - [r+s] , and 

W -LsJ-[r‘s].

The operations are the same as the addition and multiplication of co

sets, which is necessarily so because [r] and [s] are actually cosets.

To begin, consider Z^, the set of integers modulo 5« The ring 

being used is the set of all integers, and the ideal is the principal 

ideal (5). This quotient ring can also be expressed as Z/(5), with

(32)
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cosets of the form a+(5), consisting of all integers expressible in 

the form, xxa+5t, where a,t€Z, The resulting equivalence classes are:

[o>£...,-15,-10,-5,0,5,10,15...j, 

tl]=£<.,-14,-9, -4,1,6,11,16.. 3,

[2>J..,-13,-8,-3,2,7,12,17..

-12, -7,-2,3,8,13,18...3,

&]=£.., -11, -6, -1,4,9, 14,19. ..3.

Where Vo) =^x|x20+5tJ, t&Z.

[l] |x-lt5t}

[23~^lx=2+5t]

(3]x£xlx»3+5t3

Mi£x|x=4+5t3.

Hence it is evident that, for instance, [5] — (p3, since [5j=0t5*l, t-1, 

and [0]=0+5«0, t=0. And they belong to the same coset.

The addition and multiplication tables for Z/(5) are given below, 

with brackets removed from the equivalence classes for convenience; 

that is, the expression naN actually means .

0 1 2 3 4 *5 0 1 2 3 4

0 0 1 2 3 4 0 0 0 0 0 0

1 1 2 3 4 0 1 0 1 2 3 4

2 2 3 4 0 1 2 0 2 4 1 3

3 3 4 0 1 2 3 0 3 1 4 2

4 4 0 1 2 3 4 0 4 3 2 1

It can be noted that Z/(5) is an integral domain since it has

no non-zero divisors of zero. In general any quotient ring Z/(n) will
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be an integral domain if and only if nn” is prime. The proof of this 

statement must be divided into two cases.

Proof:

Case 1. "n” is a prime.

Let nn‘* equal some prime, call it "p". Let [r] and 

[s] be elements of Zp, where Zp is the quotient ring of the 

integers by (p). Choose [r] and [s] such that [r)«[s]-[o3. 

Thus r«s=0(mod p), and r-s is divisible by "p”. Now if r.s 

is divisible "p", then either "r" is divisible by "p" or 

"s'* is divisible by "p". This can be expressed as

raO(mod p) or s=0(mod p),

which means that either [r] ~{6j or Hence Zp is

an integral domain.

Case 2. "n11 is not a prime.

There exists integers Hk” and **m" such that k«m=n, 

where l<k<n, and l<m<n. Now Cn] = [0] implies that [k»m}=jo], 

or [k] • jia]=fp]. But [kj^[o] and [site [6] by choice of "k” 

and rtm”. Therefore Z/(n) is not an integral domain since it 

does have non-zero divisors. Q.E.D,

Returning to the example of Z/(5), this quotient ring has five 

elements, and each element {a} is simply the coset of (5) by "a".

To see that addition and multiplication are actually well-de- 

ined a few examples will be considered. From what was said above it 

is true that [s] -[3] and [2]={-3] ♦ Does t3]+[-3] ?

l8iK2]-U8-t-2]=ClO]-(p]
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and

and for multiplication

[8]-[2>[8.2>tl6]=[l]

Define a mapping,^ , of Z onto Z/(5) such that each integer 

maps to the equivalence class to which it belongs in Z^. What is 

meant by the kernel of<^? This would be the set of all elements of 

Z which map to the identity of Z/(5). Therefore the ker(<£) will equal 

the set S...-15,-10,-5,0,5,10,15., which is simply f£Q .

To see that the kernel is an ideal simply look at the set and 

notice that the subtraction of any two members will yield an element 

belonging to the set, and the multiplication of any member of the set 

by any element of Z will also yield a member of the set.

Is a homomorphism? Are the operations of addition and multi

plication preserved under <f>? With a few illustrations it will immed

iately be evident that is a homomorphism.

|>(4+3)=U]

^+3

^>(i*+3)-pw-ll

4(^3)=^) t^3),

^(^•3)-<^12)

^(^•3>C2]

^(^3)-[l2]

K^’3)-^*3]
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^•3)= M)*#3)

As a further example consider the quotient rings Z/(4) and Z/(2) 

with operations of addition and multiplication mod 4 and mod 2 respec

tively. Define a mappingcA from Z/(4) to Z/(2) such that

<QM2>[0]

It can be verified that is an homomorphism in the following 

manner: <A( [l] + [3] )-o(( (p] )

<*( [1W )= [3+i3z 

^<M+t3])=[3]'+M'

*(ti)+D])-<x[3Wil

Primes are used here to denote elements of Z2.

^(W-K)=ti]z

m w • a )=m'-t3]z

The kernel of the mapping oe is the two-element set 

Consider the quotient ring Zlj./ker(oA). This ring will be the cosets 

of the ideal, [2]^ by the elements of Zn, ^[o3,[l], [23,
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where £[0] , [2]} is the set of cosets of the form [Oj+H, where H is 

the kernel, and £[1] , [3]^ is the set of cosets of the form [l]+H.

Let addition and multiplication for Z^/kerC^) be defined by the 

tables below.

-b (m , hi an, wi

(M. fcg (toi.Eg (w.tal

(in, tai (w.ftg (roi,[2]j

• ga.rai gn.cai

(to] , go] , [2]]

Iii, Eg go] , [2]] (111, Hl

or using the definitions of addition and multiplication of cosets, 

and the notation

(M ,t2B=V0]+H 

. DB= W+H

where H is the ideal, the tables could be expressed in the following 

way:

4- [0]+H [l]+H W+H W+H

W+H W+H W+H W+H W+H [0]+H

W+H W+H tO]+H W+H W+H W+H

The theorem proved in the preceding section stated that the system 

Z^/ker(o<) must be isomorphic to, in this case, the ring of integers 

modulo 2. To see this consider the operation tables of Z/(2),.which 

are given on the next page.
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—H W Co] Ci]

Co] Co] W Co] [0] [0]

w W Co] CO Co] DI

From this it can be seen that an isomorphic mapping, 6, can be defined:

. Kg- w 

0(m.[3]l=a

Therefore © is the desired isomorphism. And with the completion of 

this example another type of quotient ring can be considered.



CHAPTER VII

Polynomial Quotient Rings

A field is a special type of ring which is used in the develop

ment of polynomial quotient rings. If F is a commutative ring with 

identity, and F has more than one element, then F is a field if every 

element of F has a multiplicative inverse in F. To illustrate let 

"1" be the identity of a ring F, then for every "r” belonging to F, 

there exists an element Hr-Itt such that r»r~’=l. A few properties of a 

field are that a field is necessarily an integral domain, the ring Zp 

of integers modulo p is a field if "p" is a prime, and an integral do

main with a finite number of elements is a field.

When speaking of polynomials over a field F, what is meant is an 

expression of the form

acx°+-a, x' t-apcM-.. .taftxh , n>0,

where ttxB is an indeterminate and the coefficients of the "x"'s are

elements of the field F. Thus polynomials in "x” over the field Q of 

non-zero rational numbers would simply be polynomials of the above 

form with coefficients, not all zero, which are members of Q. An ex

ample of a positive degreed polynomial over Q is

5x3+l/2xa+3x-f4.

Now consider a quotient ring of polynomials F[X]/(s(x)), where 

s(x) is a fixed polynomial of positive degree. That is,

s(x)=ae,x°+alx,+. ..+amxfn, m^O.

This quotient ring is the set of cosets of (s(x)) by elements of F^xJ , 

where F{x] is a polynomial ring in an indeterminate ’’x” over a field F.

(39)
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(s(x)) is the ideal generated by s(x) with elements such as g(x)«s(x), 

where g(x) belongs to F[x]. To simplify things denote (s(x)) as S.

The elements of F[x]/S will take the form f(x)+S, f(x)6F[x].

If s(x) is of degree "k", k>0, then, by use of the division al

gorithm, any f(x) belonging to FtbO can be written as f(x)-g(x).s(x)+r(x), 

and r(x) is of zero degree or of degree less than "k”, and q(x) is in 

FtxJ. q(x)«s(x) is an element of S, so f(x)tS can be expressed as

q(x)»s(x)+r(x)+S, which is nothing more than r(x)+6, Hence any ele

ment of FQx]/S can be expressed in the form r(x)+S, where the degree 

of r(x) is less than the degree of s(x).

Before considering any specific examples a further simplification 

of notation will be made. Every element of Ftx]/S is expressible as 

r(x)tS, and since the degree of r(x) is less than s(x), say less than 

rtkrt, then r(x) can be written r(x)xaox°+a,xl + .. .taKHxK~', and 

r(x)+S=abx°+a, x'+-.. .+ak,lxK''+-S. Writing this as

r(x)+S-=ao+-a, j+... afe^j ,

it is evident that

a0xt’bS=ao 

a,x‘ +-S=a, j 

anxrb-S=anjh.

Furthermore, this notation is acceptable since, for example 

a j ^-vb j 3 - (axa+ S )+(bx34-S) -( ax%bx3 )tS

which is exactly what is meant by aja+bj3.

In particular consider the quotient ring RVO/Cx3^), where R 

is the field of real numbers and the ideal is (x%2), which is prime
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in R. The elements of this ring will consist of the cosets r(x)4-(x^+-2) 

where r(x) is an element of RDt] . The ideal is of second degree, so 

the elements of R£xl/(x3--^) can be written as first degree polynomials 

plus (xa+2). Using the notation introduced above the cosets become 

a-fbj, where na” and ”b” belong to the field of real numbers. The zero 

of the quotient ring will be S=xa+2+-S^ja+2-0. Hence, -2.

The following is the definition of addition and multiplication 

for R£x)/(xa4-2)i Let a,b,c,d&R.

Addition; ” (a+b j) +(c 4-d j)-(a+c)+(b+d)j , 

which is closed by the closure of real numbers.

Multiplication; ”(a+bj)• (c+dj)=ac+(ad+bc) j+bdja il2.

It is not at first evident that this product is a first degree poly

nomial. However, recalling that ja=-2, it can be written as

(a+b j) • (c 4d j) =( ac-2bd) +( ad-v-bc) j,

which is of the desired form because of the fact that real numbers

are closed under multiplication. So addition and multiplication,exist. 

As a second example of a quotient ring of polynomials consider

the ring of integers modulo 2. This ring is a field since its ele

ments, £d] and ^l], have multiplicative inverses contained in the ring. 

The quotient ring which will be discussed is that of the indeterminate 

”x” over the field Z£ by the ideal (s(x))=(x%x+l). Since the ideal 

is of second degree the elements of Z£ tx3/(xa+x+l) will be of the 

form a+bj, and are the cosets of (xVx+l) by the elements of ZgtxJ . 

Using this notation the zero of the quotient ring is ja+-j+l. There

fore j’-s-j-l, Recalling that the coefficients of the polynomials are
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elements of Zg, the coefficient -1 is actually [-lj which equals fl]. 

So ja=-j-l=j+l.

With this information known, addition and multiplication can be 

defined. Let a+bj and c+dj be any two elements of ZgCxl/(x++x+l).

(a+b j )+< c+dj)~ (a+c) +(b+d ) j, 

which, just as in the previous example, is closed.

(a+bj) • (c+dj )=ac+ (ad+-bc) j+bd j 

Recalling that j^-j+1,

(a+bj) • (c+d. j )= ( ac+bd)+(ad +bc+bd) j, 

which is closed by the closure of Zg-

Looking at the elements, a+bj, note that the coefficients, since 

they are members of Z£, can only have the values (Ol and (ll, which 

will be written as 0 and 1 for simplicity. Therefore "a** is either 

0 or 1, and ,,b” is either 0 or 1. And the elements a+bj of the quo

tient ring become 0+0j=0

1+0j-1 

o+lj=j 

l+lj=l+j.

Using these elements and the definitions of addition and multipli

cation, the following tables are constructed.

4- 0 1 j 1+j

0 0 1 j 1+j

l 1 0 1+j j

j j 1+j 0 1

i+j 1+j j 1 0
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• 0 1 j i+j

0 0 0 0 0

1 0 1 j i+j

j 0 j l-t-j 1

i+a 0 1-+0 1 j

From the addition table it can be noted that 0 is the zero of

the ring, and each element is its own additive inverse.

With the completion of the examples of quotient rings of poly

nomials, the concept of quotient rings will be left, and the rational 

numbers will now be discussed from the viewpoint of a quotient field.

FOOTNOTES

•’•McCoy, p. 238 

2Ibid.. p. 238



CHAPTER VIII

The Rational Numbers As a Quotient Field

The final topic of this paper will be that of the rational num

bers. In this chapter these familiar numbers will be treated as an 

abstract system. This is an appropiate ending point since it deals 

with an area which most any reader is acquainted with, and shows how 

a number of the concepts which have been discussed earlier can be 

applied to this familiar system.

If D is a commutative ring free of non-zero divisors of zero, and 

F is a field into which D can be imbedded, then F "is called the field 

of quotients of D, or simply the quotient field.

To illustrate what is meant by this difinition and by the term 

imbedded consider the commutative ring Z of integers which has no non

zero divisors of zero. Take the cartesian product of Z by Z-£oJ, that 

is, by the set of all integers except 0. ’’The elements of ZX(Z-£Oj) 

will be pairs (a,b) where "a" is an element of Z and "b" is an element 

of Z-£0^."2 In set notation this is S=£(a,b) )a,b<Z,b/C>3.

To make this development more understandable the reader may think 

of the ordered pair (a,b) as the rational number a/b. However it will 

still be written as (a,b).

Two of these ordered pairs, (a,b) and (c,d), are said to be equi

valent if ad=bc. Thus, just as in the set of integers modulo n, equi

valence classes can be introduced. "The equivalence class £a,bl may 

therefore be expressed as follows:

ta,b)~£(x,y) | (x,y)€S, xb-ya}"3.

(44)
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If (a,b) is the rational number a/b where rta'’ and ”b” are rela

tively prime, then the equivalence class £a,b] is the set of all rational 

numbers c/d which can be reduced to a/b.

When speaking of the addition of rational numbers it is evident 

that a/b+c/d=(ad+bc)/bd. But what does this mean in the notation of 

quotient fields? It has been shown that in the expression (a,b), "a" 

will refer to the numerator of the rational number a/b, and nbn is 

the denominator. Hence a/b+c/d=(ad+bc)/bd becomes

(a ,bl -t-£c ,d]» (ad+bc ,bd] .

And for multiplication (a/b)• (c/d)cac/bd becomes (a,b) • [c,d]= (ac,bdj.

Are these operations well-defined? Supoose that (a,b}-[a',bz] and 

(c,d}s.(c',d/J. From the definition of equivalence atf=ba and cdsdc'. For 

these operations to be well-defined it must be true that

(ad+bc, bdj - (ad+Tec, Tod'll

and ^ac, bd] s ^alc*, Ted ].

First of all for addition, recall from above that 

alSWb and cd=c'd.

So atsdd^abdd and cd<bo=c/dbo

ab/dd'4-cdbb'=aodd+c/dbb/

(ad+bc )t)d= (acf+bcO’od,

which, by the definition of equivalence, says 

(ad+bc ,bdj - (ad+Tec ,bdzJ,

For multiplication again start with

at) sab and cd-cci

(ab)*(cd):=(ab)«(cd) 

act)d=acbd,
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which, using the definition of equivalence, means that Jac.bdJ .

Therefore the operations are well-defined.

Theorem: If Q is the set of all equivalence classes ja,b] , then 

Q is a field with respect to the defined operations of addition and 

multiplication.

To prove this theorem, which simply states that the quotient 

field of rational numbers is itself a field, it must be confirmed 

that Q is a commutative ring with identity such that every element 

possesses a multiplicative inverse in Q. This will be done by using 

the fact that the integers themselves are a ring, and by making use 

of their properties.

Proof:

From the definitions of addition and multiplication, and

by the closure of the integers, it is evident that both 

operations are closed. Suppose that [a,bj, £c,cQ and [e,fj 

are elements of Q.

Commutative law of addition:

[a,b3+-^c,d3 = fad+bc,bd)- [da+cb,db]~ \cb4da,db]-Cc,d]4-[a,b] . 

Associative law of addition:

([a ,b]+ [c ,d})+ [e, f]~ [ad+bc ,bdl+[e, f}x[adf-vbcf bde ,bdf]

m^a,b]b^cf+de,df]-[a,bl+({c .d^-t-je, f]).

Existence of a zero element: Let "g" be any non-zero element. 

£a ,b)+{0, g]~ {ag+bO, bg] ^[ag, bg] =. £a, b]

[0, g]]+(a, bj= ]0b4-ga, gb] - [ga, gb]= [a, b]

Therefore Vo,g"| is the zero element.
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Existence of additive inverses:

■[a.b^ v[-a,b]-jab+(-ab) ,bb] -[0,l3

[a,b]-v-(a,-b] ~ (a(-b)4-ab,b(-b)] -[o,-b3-] .

Since b3, and -b3" are non-zero elements, ^O.b^ and Vp.-b3} 

are of the same equivalence class as £o,g”j, and therefore 

are the zero of the field. So ^-a,bj or [a,-bj can be 

defined as the inverse of ya,bj. There is actually only 

one inverse since &,-b>{.-a,b] .

Multiplicative Commutativity:

ja,b3*^c,dr]-^actbd)-[ca,db2::’jc,d’^* [a,b] .

Multiplicative Associativity:

{a,b^» (£c,d] •[e,f})-{a,b_j« jce,df]=[ace,bdf^=^a.c,bcrj ’[e.f]

- ([a, b] • [c, dl) • [e, fj.

Multiplicative Identity: Let "gH be any non-zero element of Z 

\a,b] • ^,g]= |g,bg]x^a,b]

[g. gp Va»b] = jg a, gb) - [a, b]

So (g.g} is the identity.

Distributive law:

The proof of the distributive law will be taken from only 

one side since the proof of the other would be almost ident

ical. It must be true that

([a,b^+Ic,d])»{e,f]=1[a,b] •£e,f]d’£c,d^* [e,fj.

To show this consider the following:

( [a,b)+(c,d^)« [e.fj -‘[ad-t-bCjbdj «j~e,f]-jade+bce.bdf] .

Also, ^a,b}«^e,fJq.£c,d^*[e,f]sja.e,bf2jA-[ce df]



[a,b] •^,f]4-[c,d]• £e,f]- jaedf+bfce.bdff]- £aed+-bce,bdf) 

-[ade+bce.bdf]

So the distributive law holds. Now all that remains to

be proved is that every non-zero element of Q has a multi

plicative inverse in Q. Consider a non-zero element £a,bj , 

then, £a,b] »£b,a^ =£ab,ba~^ = |ab,ab]

which is clearly of the form [g,gj which is the multipli

cative identity. So any non-zero element {a,bj has multi

plicative inverse [b,a] and Q is a field. Q.E.D.

With the proof of this theorem it is known that Q is a field, and 

therefore it is also a ring. A subring of Q can be defined in the fol

lowing way, Ta£[a,l^[aeZ^. Also define a mappingfrom the set Z of 

integers onto T such that o<Xa)"[a,i] . Recall that ^a,ij is the equi

valence class of all elements (x,y) such that x«l-y«a, or x»ay. This 

means that a-x/y. Therefore that which is under discussion is the 

equivalence class £a,l] consisting of elements (x/y,l), where x/y can 

be reduced to "a”. But remembering the relationship of the ordered 

pairs to the rational numbers, the element (a,l) is a/l which is noth

ing more than the integer "a". Hence £a,l] becomes the set of all 

rational numbers which can be reduced to the integer '’a'*. With this 

in mind the following theorem can be stated and proved.

Theorem: The mapping oQ <^(a)s[a,l], is an isomorphism from Z 

onto T.

Proof:

is onto by hypothesis. Suppose (a,l}-£b,l]. Then '[a»l]
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and [b,l] are the same equivalence class, and by definition 

"a" and "b" are the same integer. Hence if Ja,ll =|b,l}j 

cA(a)=<Xb), and o< is one-to-one. Finally let ’’a” and "b*’ 

be any two integers, then

ok( abb) -fab b, l) - [a, l) t[b, 1^«(a)b<K(b) 

and o(.(a*b)=.[ab,r}=£a,l] »tb,IL]-o<(a)«c><(b).

Therefore c< is necessarily an isomorphism. Q.E.D.

And so, following this abstract development of the rational num

bers, it has been proved that a certain subring of these numbers are 

isomorphic to the integers. This means that the rational numbers 

of the form a/l and the integers are essentially the same.

Thus the development has come from the initial idea of a group 

to the final topic of quotient fields. Through this development the 

value of abstract thinking can be seen, for, with little or no cor

relation to the concrete and physical, entire systems have been dis

cussed. In fact, the system of rational numbers, which have very real 

significance in the physical world, has been treated in a way which is 

not at all dependent on the ordinary properties of the numbers, and in 

a way which yields a system not even immediately recognizable as the

rational numbers.

The entire field of abstract algebra, though relatively new when 

compared to fields of mathematics such as Euclidean geometry, has de

veloped rapidly. Group theory has had a great impact on modern physics. 

Its role in quantum mechanics is a very major one, and further appli

cations are almost assured. Any reader desiring a greater knowledge
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of the workings of abstract algebra should refer to the books listed 

in the bibliography. The texts of Miller, McCoy and Burton provide 

a sound, yet quite understandable, basic approach. More advanced 

topics are treated in the work by Lambek.

FOOTNOTES

^■Miller, p. 69.

2Ibid., p. 69.

^McCoy, p. 110,
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